Quick Guide

Assistive Listening: Portable Receiver
MV-ALS-PRFM

Unit Controls
The Media Vision portable receiver offers a selection of 57 channels and an OLED display which indicates
battery life, signal strength, volume and a channel selection. The unit is lightweight and can accommodate
multiple headset options for a comfortable listening experience for the user. Needed (not included):
earphone, headphone or neckloop, optional rechargeable or alkaline AA batteries.
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When this segment begins flashing
along with the LED on top of the unit,
you should immediately change your
batteries or recharge them.
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1. Press and hold power button for 1
second till logo “Media Vision”
shows up.
2. Logo “Media Vision” shows up for 2
seconds, and then OLED becomes dim.
3. The screen shows default (CH A)/
previously used channel or custom
label, symbols of battery
, lock
, and signal strength
.

Turn-0ff
1. Press and hold power button for 2
seconds and logo “Media Vision” shows
up for 2 seconds.
2. Then, “OFF” shows up for 1 second.

NAVIGATION

3. The player turns off.

Channel Lock
1. The player will automatically be locked
immediately when it’s turned on.

CHARGING CONTACTS

Wired Mic

2. When the channel is changed and
SET button is press to confirm the
change (or idled for 10 seconds without
pressing any button), the player will
automatically enter lock mode and
symbol
shows up.

Wireless Mic

3. To release the player from lock mode,
press both + and – at the same time for
1 second until symbol
disappears.
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Channel Change
1. Press + or – to change the channel when the device is in unlock mode.
2. In unlock mode, channel will flash and be ready for change.
3. Two band types, wideband only (17 channels) or both wide and narrowband
(57 channels), are available for the player. Default type is “wideband” channel A~T).
		

• Wideband: A~T

		

• Wideband and narrow band: A~T & 1~40

4. To scroll channels rapidly, keep pressing + or – to change the channel.
5. Once selected channel is confirmed, press SET button (o) to confirm the channel.
If not, the OLED will show previously used channel after being idle for 10 seconds.

LED Indicators
1. When the player is on and doesn’t receive signal from transmitter, LED will turn
to be solid red and “bar” symbol flashes.(Symbol flashes with solid red LED.)
2. When the player is on and with low battery, LED will turns to be solid red and “battery”
symbol flashes. (Symbol flashes with solid red LED.)
3. When the player is on under non-signal and low-battery status, 2 symbols
will flash interchangeably with solid red LED.
(Both symbols flash interchangeably with solid red LED.)
4. Except above 3 situations, LED will stay green under normal operation.
5. The screen will return to default (currently used channel/custom label)
if any button is pressed under the status of flashing symbol.
Solid red LED keeps unchanged.

Volume Adjustment
1. This adjustment can be done only when the player is in lock mode.
2. Press button + or - to adjust the volume (default: level 8, 16 levels in total).
3. When the volume is at lowest level, player will be muted and its screen will show below.
4. After the volume is successfully adjusted, the symbol disappears if idled
for 1 second and OLED shows currently used channel/custom label.
For additional information on programming the Portable Receiver
please refer to the Software Manual which can be downloaded
here: http://media-vision.com/en/support/installation-operation

Click here to see our Assistive
Listening explainer video
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